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Charge-density oscillations on Be„101̄0…: Screening in a non-free two-dimensional electron gas
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The surface state on Be(1010̄) has been investigated using a low-temperature scanning tunneling micro-
scope~STM!. The Fermi contour of this surface state is located at one boundary of the surface Brillouin zone,

and surface-state electrons provide the main part of the charge density near the Fermi energy. Be(1010̄),
therefore, corresponds closely to a non-free two-dimensional electron gas. We have observed standing waves

of the surface charge density on Be(1010̄) near step edges and point defects. Such wave patterns derive from
the interference of incoming and scattered electrons; they demonstrate the screening characteristics of the

surface state. On Be(1010̄) these waves were found to be highly anisotropic. It is shown that calculating the
Fourier transforms of topographic STM images is a powerful method for determining the Fermi contour of the
surface state. This method could even be applied to images that display a complex wave pattern arising from
a random distribution of point scatterers. Fourier analysis also revealed that the charge density oscillations on

Be(101̄0) contain multiple periods that differ by reciprocal lattice vectors. These multiperiodic oscillations
relate to the non-free character of the surface-state electrons and constitute an interference pattern of Bloch
states. Fourier filtering was used to separate the charge-density oscillations from the topographic corrugation
and to visualize their shape and spatial range. The experimental data are qualitatively discussed using a model
calculation based on the scattering of Bloch electrons from planar obstacles in a two-dimensional conductor.

Experimental results and model calculations highlight how the screening characteristics on Be(1010̄) signifi-
cantly deviate from the behavior expected for a free two-dimensional electron gas.@S0163-1829~98!08143-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

When an impurity is introduced into a metal the condu
tion electrons try to screen this localized excess cha
Screening leads to a perturbation of the conduction elec
density in the vicinity of the impurity, the shape of whic
depends critically on the metallic band structure. It was fi
shown by Friedel1 that a point scatterer embedded in a fre
electron gas induces a long-rangeoscillatory perturbation of
the total charge density. This so-called Friedel oscillat
extends rather far out from the impurity site; for a thre
dimensional electron gas the excess chargedr decays ac-
cording todr}(kF /r 3)cos 2kFr (kF is the Fermi wave vec-
tor!. Due to reduced dimensionality, the range of the Frie
oscillations becomes even more extended on surfaces a
thin films.2,3 Friedel oscillations also mediate an indirect i
teraction between two adjacent scatterers~e.g., between ad
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sorbed particles! which exhibits the same oscillatory beha
ior and extended range.4 Such indirect interactions can hav
important implications for adsorption-related phenome
such as the formation of ordered superstructures. The o
latory character ofdr derives from the wave-vector depen
dence of the dielectric susceptibilitye(q). For a free-
electron metale(q) strongly decreases forq.2kF, i.e., a
free-electron metal is not able to effectively screen a per
bation potential with Fourier componentsq larger than the
diameter of the Fermi sphere. In addition to being resp
sible for the Friedel oscillations, the susceptibility cutoff
2kF also gives rise to a discontinuity in the phono
spectrum.5

The experimental imaging of Friedel oscillations has on
recently become possible. In 1993, two research groups
ported the observation of charge-density oscillations of
Shockley-type surface state on Cu~111! and Au~111!.6,7 Both
13 931 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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13 932 PRB 58B. G. BRINERet al.
groups used a scanning tunneling microscope~STM! to
probe the local-surface charge density near the Fermi l
with high-lateral resolution. Crommieet al. also managed to
build beautiful nanostructures, which act as resonators
the surface-state electrons and allow the resonant mode
be resolved in real space.8 After these pioneering studies
similar oscillations were observed on Be~0001!,9 Ag~111!,10

in argon bubbles,11 and near dopants on GaAs~110!.12 All
these data share in common that the investigated sur
states exhibit the characteristics of free electrons, i.e., t

Fermi contour corresponds to a circle centered at theḠ point
of the surface Brillouin zone. For this reason the obser
wave patterns have been isotropic and contain only one
riod.

While experimental data on charge-density oscillatio
are still sparse, a large number of studies have been
formed on a closely related topic, the indirect magne
exchange coupling. The same screening process that i
sponsible for the Friedel oscillations also leads to
oscillatory perturbation of the spin density in the vicinity
a magnetic impurity. This perturbation mediates a sp
dependent interaction between two impurities, which is u
ally termed the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY !
interaction.13 Spin density oscillations could not yet be im
aged because of the lack of a suitable spin-resolved mic
copy, but the RKKY interaction is observable. It leads
either parallel or antiparallel alignment of the magnetizat
in ferromagnetic films, which are separated by a nonm
netic layer.14,15The oscillatory character of this interaction
most directly revealed in experiments with wedge-sha
spacer layers.16,17 For several spacer materials it was fou
that the coupling exhibits multiple oscillation periods. The
retical investigations have indicated that such multiperio
oscillations derive from the non-free character of the cond
tion electrons; they reflect the band structure of the spa
material.18–20

Although the links between multiperiodicity and ban
structure have already been established for the case of m
netic coupling, it is still desirable to search for similar effec
in the STM-based experiments on charge-density osc
tions. Such STM experiments are much less restrictive t
the observation of magnetic coupling in heterostructur
While at present the RKKY interaction can be probed o
along the growth direction of the heterostructure and for d
tancesr corresponding to multiples of the lattice period, t
STM captures all possible wave vectors of the surface s
in just one image. Here we confirm that it is possible
image charge-density oscillations of anon-freeelectron gas
with a low-temperature STM. It is shown how the shape
the observed wave patterns reflects the band structure o
surface state under investigation. This paper complem
and extends two shorter reports that have focused on
anisotropy21 and multiperiodicity22 of the charge-density os
cillations on Be(101̄0). The remainder of the paper is org
nized as follows. In Sec. II it is explained why we ha
chosen Be(101̄0) for these experiments, and, in additio
some technical details about our experimental setup are
vided. Section III presents topographic STM images a
Fourier spectra of charge-density oscillations. In a sec
part of this section we show how Fourier filtering can
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used to analyze the charge-density oscillations in more
tail. The discussion in Sec. IV is devoted to a simplifi
theoretical model that qualitatively reproduces the obser
wave patterns at step edges, kinks, and point defects.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Be„101̄0… surface

The beryllium atom has a simple electronic structu
(1s22s22p0), but the physical properties of solid beryllium
differ in many respects from those of other simple meta
Electronic structure calculations for bulk Be~Ref. 23! have
shown that the 2s valence electrons are, to a large degr
promoted into 2p states. The bulk density of states~DOS!
displays a pronounced dip at the Fermi energyeF , which
makes electron dynamics neareF differ significantly from
the free-electron model. Both experimental and theoret
studies have indicated that the properties of the~0001! and
(101̄0) Be surfaces are largely influenced by the presenc
surface states. These states lie in wide band gaps and ex
a high degree of localization in the surface atomic lay
They contribute the main part of the surface charge den
because of the low density of the projected bulk stat
Be~0001! and Be(101̄0), therefore, correspond closely to th
model system of a two-dimensional electron gas. On b
surfaces it has been observed that core-level shifts con
contributions from the first three surface layers,24 while in
other metals such shifts are usually confined to the topm
atomic layer. The surface state on Be~0001! was investigated
by means of angle-resolved photoemission25 and STM.9 In
accordance with self-consistent pseudopoten
calculations26 it was found that the surface state on Be~0001!
is centered at theḠ point of the surface Brillouin zone~SBZ!
and exhibits free-electron-like parabolic dispersion.

For Be(101̄0), model calculations have indicated the e
istence of a surface state at the edge of the SBZ~see Fig.
1!.27 It was predicted that the Fermi contour of this sta
consists of two semielliptic segments centered atĀ. Subse-

FIG. 1. Irreducible part of the surface Brillouin zone o

Be(101̄0) together with the surface Fermi contour~dashed line!; a

real-space view of Be(1010̄) is shown in the inset. This sketc
defines coordinate axes and several additional variables tha
used in Sec. IV.
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FIG. 2. ~a!–~c! Topographic STM images of the Be(1010̄) surface. All images were recorded with a tunnel current of 100 pA.
sample bias-voltageVb was210 mV for ~a!, 225 mV for ~b!, and120 mV for ~c!, respectively.~d!–~f! Power spectra~logarithmic scale!
of the STM topographs shown above. All three spectra display the Fermi contour of the surface state~semielliptic line! and a peak atĀ that
derives from the lattice. The inset in~d! shows the irreducible part of the surface Brillouin zone on Be(1010̄).
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quently, the surface state on Be(1010̄) was investigated a
room temperature by means of angle-resolved ultravi
photoemission spectroscopy~ARUPS!.28 A comparison of
ARUPS results and first-principles calculations indicated t
the Be(101̄0) surface terminates in the configuration with
short spacing between the first two atomic layers. This fi
ing is in agreement with a low-energy electron diffracti
~LEED! study on the same surface.29 At room temperature,
the bottom of the surface-state band was found to lie
meV below EF , and the radii of the Fermi contour wer
determined to be 0.22 Å21 in the Ḡ-Ā direction and
0.31 Å21 in the Ā-M̄ direction28 The surface state on
Be(101̄0) doesnot correspond to the free-electron mode
because its band bottom is offset from the center of the S
and because the wave vectork decreases with increasing e
ergy. This deviation from free-electron dynamics, toget
with the dominance of surface-state electrons in the cha
density neareF , make Be(101̄0) an attractive model surfac
for studying the correlation between electronic structure
screening characteristics in real space.

B. Technical details

All experimental results of this study have been obtain
using a low-temperature ultrahigh-vacuum STM that w
t
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0
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r
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d

d
s

built after a design of Weiss and Eigler.30 The instrument
contains a mechanical-approach mechanism31 and can be op-
erated at variable temperatures down to 3 K. To obtain
lowest possible noise level and to keep the sample sur
clean for extended measuring periods we have recorded
STM data at T'5 K. A commercially available PtIr tip
was used in these experiments. The tip was preparedin situ
either by applying voltage pulses of up to 10 V or by gen
indenting the tip into the sample surface. As a conseque
the chemical identity of the last atom at the tip apex is u
known. All images were recorded in the constant-curr
mode with a tunneling current of 100 pA. In order to obta
at the same time a high-lateral resolution and a satisfac
k-space resolution we have acquired rather large (1
31000 pixel! images with a pixel raster of typically 0.3–0.

Å. Prior to the experiments, the Be(1010̄) crystal was
cleaned by repeated cycles of argon-ion sputtering and
sequent flash annealing to 900 K until no oxygen could
detected in the Auger electron spectrum~AES!. Although
annealing at higher temperatures and for a prolonged t
resulted in an improved LEED pattern, we preferred to ke
annealing times short in order to avoid surface segregatio
bulk contaminants~mainly Si according to AES!. A further
experimental problem was the substantial roughness of
Be(101̄0) crystal. Upon annealing the surface formed e
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tended pyramidal structures. Therefore, it was difficult
find large atomically flat terraces, which are needed to st
the decay of charge-density oscillations near step edges

III. RESULTS

Charge-density oscillations on Be(1010̄) were always
found to be remarkably anisotropic. This is illustrated
Figs. 2~a!–2~c! for three different scattering geometries. A
three images show essentially raw topographic data.
only processing that has been performed on Fig. 2~a! and
2~b! is a partial subtraction of the step height. This proce
ing leaves the waves undistorted, but it transforms the s
edges to pairs of parallel black and white lines. Step subt
tion has been performed to reduce the gray scale range in
printed images. The same processing has been used thro
out this paper wherever it was necessary to reduce thz
range of an image. Figure 2~a! displays two terraces sepa
rated by a zigzag-shaped step edge. The wave fronts
appear on both terraces of Fig. 2~a! are almost exclusively
oriented parallel to the@0100# direction. The segments of th
step edge that run parallel to@0001# seem to be very ineffi-
cient scatterers because almost no waves originate at t
steps. This can be seen more clearly on the surface seg
shown in Fig. 2~b!. Although this image contains sever
long @0001# steps, the wave fronts on Fig. 2~b! all run par-
allel to @0100#. Figure 2~c! illustrates the shape of th
charge-density oscillations on a surface with a random
tribution of point scatterers. This image has been recor
after prolonged annealing of the Be(1010̄) crystal. The
bright spots are bulk impurities that have segregated to
surface as a result of the annealing process. The wave pa
in Fig. 2~c! is quite complex, but one can still recognize t
preferential orientation of the wave fronts parallel to t
@0100# direction.

Fourier transforming of the topographic data proved to
very useful for analyzing the shape of the charge-den
oscillations. This technique was first used for extracting
periodicity of incommensurate charge-density waves fr
the STM images of TaS2 .32 Sprungeret al. have shown that
the application of Fourier transform analysis to the ST
images~FTSTM! is also a powerful tool for investigating
surface states.9,33 Figures 2~d! and 2~f! demonstrate that the
Fermi contour of Be(101̄0) can be visualized using FT
STM. These three images display the power spectra~loga-
rithmic scale! of the topographic data shown in the top ro
of Fig. 2. Two peaks and two semielliptic lines are disce
ible in all power spectra. The peaks indicate that the lat
corrugation in the@0001# direction is resolved in the STM
On one hand, these lattice peaks are convenient because
facilitate the lateral calibration of the STM images. On t
other hand, the lattice peaks complicate the interpretatio
the wave patterns, because they indicate that the cha
density oscillations are superimposed onto a topograp
background. We denote the corrugation with lattice peri
icity as ‘‘topographic’’ to distinguish it from the componen
of the charge-density oscillations that are incommensu
with the lattice. It should, however, be emphasized that
Be(101̄0) the topographic corrugation derives not only fro
projected bulk states but also from the lattice periodic ter
y
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of the charge-density oscillations~cf. Sec. IV and Ref. 21!.
The semielliptic features in Figs. 2~d! and 2~f! give clear
evidence for the presence of charge-density oscillations
Be(101̄0). Based on the ARUPS data for the surface state
Be(101̄0),28 we infer that these semiellipses are a replica
the surface-state Fermi contour. It will be shown in Sec.
that the power spectrum of the wave pattern in the vicinity
a point scatterer does indeed contain such semielliptic
tures.

Why do the semiellipses appear in Figs. 2~d! and 2~e!
although there are no pointlike impurities on the correspo
ing topography images? For symmetry reasons,@0100# steps
would just emit straight wave fronts that become tran

formed into a pair of spots on theḠ-Ā axis in the power
spectrum. We postulate that the semiellipses are fully vis
because the kinks of the step edge act as pointlike scatte
By distorting the straight wave fronts that emanate from
jacent step edges the kinks contribute to the spectral we
in the tails of the semiellipses. The power of the FTST
becomes particularly evident from Figs. 2~c! and 2~f!. Al-
though in this example the topographic image display
complex superposition of wave trains originating from mu
tiple impurities, it is still possible to recognize the semielli
tic Fermi contour in the power spectrum.

In Fig. 3 it is shown how the power spectrum of th
charge-density oscillations on Be(1010̄) depends on the bia
voltage. This graph contains a series of line cuts across F
rier images. All cuts display the spectral weight in theḠ-Ā
direction. The lattice peak atGĀ52kĀ and the surface-stat

FIG. 3. Cross sections in theḠ-Ā direction extracted from spec
tral images that were recorded with different bias voltages.
power spectra represent the wave pattern of the same 16
3163 Å sample area. The lattice peak atGĀ and the position of the
surface-state peak ateF are marked. Curves are labeled by th
sample bias voltage.
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peak are both visible. At negative-sample bias~i.e., when the
STM probes the occupied states on the sample! the surface-
state peak is offset towards the lattice peak compared to
position at the Fermi level. With increasing sample bias
surface-state shifts towards the center of the Brillouin zo
Figure 3 obviously shows that the wave vectork of the sur-
face state decreases with increasing energy, i.e., itqualita-
tively reveals the dispersion characteristics. It is, howev
not possible to derive the quantitatively correct dispers
relation from the data shown in Fig. 3. Because the spe
were obtained from topographic images, they represen
weighted integral of the density of states from the Fer
energyeF to the bias level.34,35 In principle, the differential
conductivitydIT /dVb would provide a good approximatio
to the local density of states at the bias level, but to rec
large dIT /dVb images is very time consuming. Several r
searchers have relied on conductivity data to investigat
detail the dispersion of free-electron-like surface states.6,7,10

These experiments could benefit from the isotropic shap
the free-electron charge-density oscillations~when the waves
look the same for all propagation directions it is sufficient
record dIT /dVb on a line starting at a step edge!. Such a
shortcut is not possible on Be(1010̄) because of the pro
nounced anisotropy of the charge-density oscillations
should be mentioned that even using conductivity data i
rather delicate to derive correctly the shape of the densit
states.35,36For Ag~111! it has been shown that the density
states can be extracted from an analysis of simultaneo
recorded topography and conductivity data.10 In this study it
was also substantiated that for low-bias voltages, curren~or
topography! images provide a better approximation to t

FIG. 4. Comparison of the wave patterns in STM topograp
with different bias voltages. This composite image (145
3145 Å) has been assembled from two data sets of the same
face area. The segment shown in the upper-right triangle was
corded withVb5210 mV, i.e., it represents the energy-resolv
charge-density oscillations in the vicinity of the Fermi energy. T
lower-left triangle shows the wave pattern~mirror symmetric!,
which was observed forVb52300 mV.
its
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true density of states than conductivity images. Compar
the FTSTM with ARUPS we find that these two methods
investigating surface states exhibit complementary streng
Distinct advantages of the FTSTM are the ability to quick
image the Fermi surface and to probe unoccupied st
aboveeF . We do, however, consider ARUPS as the meth
of choice for measuring the dispersion of occupied ba
that extend more than a few 100 meV beloweF . In this
energy range the large photoelectron yield makes it relativ
straightforward to perform an ARUPS experiment where
the FTSTM data become increasingly difficult to interpr
because of the unknown electronic structure of the probe

The wave patterns that are observed in topographic S
images are often described as ‘‘Friedel oscillations,’’
though this is not entirely correct. The true Friedel oscil
tion is a perturbation of thetotal charge density, wherea
STM images at low-bias voltage display oscillations of t
energy-resolvedcharge density neareF . The physics behind
both oscillatory perturbations is, however, identical. W
therefore consider it justified to use the term Friedel osci
tion in a somewhat generalized sense. The major differe
between energy-resolved and ‘‘true’’ Friedel oscillations
their spatial range. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, a compos
image that has been assembled from two data sets sho
the same surface area. The segment in the upper-righ
angle of Fig. 4 was recorded withVb5210 mV. It displays
the energy-resolved charge-density oscillations neareF . For
the data set that is reproduced in the lower-left triangle
have used a sample bias of2400 mV. Apart from a weight-
ing factor due to the variable-tunneling barrier height, th
image shows the integrated charge density from the b
bottom of the surface state up toeF ,37 i.e., it approximately
displays the true Friedel oscillation. When comparing bo
data sets we observe that the energy-resolved oscillat
extend much farther out from the step edge than the
Friedel oscillations. In the lower-left triangle the Moire´ pat-
tern that indicates the superposition of lattice contrast
charge-density oscillations appears only in the immediate
cinity of the step edge. In contrast, this Moire´ pattern is
visible on the whole area of the image in the upper-rig
triangle. The longer range of the energy-resolved oscillati
relates to the dispersion of the surface state. Because
wavelength of the oscillations varies with energy, destruct
interference partially cancels the waves when the ene
resolved charge density is integrated over all occupied sta
From the experimental point of view it is advantageous
observe the energy-resolved oscillations rather than the
Friedel oscillations because their extended range creates
ditional spectral weight in the Fourier image and makes
possible to recognize even weak scatterers. Normally,
wave patterns that appear in the energy-resolved spect
the Fermi level reflect the nature of the true Friedel osci
tions. It must, however, be kept in mind thatany sharp fea-
ture in the band structure creates an oscillatory perturba
of the screening electron density. If such features exist be
eF the Friedel oscillations will contain additional wave ve
tors. These waves are not associated with the shape o
Fermi contour, and they do not appear in STM images w
low bias voltage.
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FIG. 5. Same data as shown in Fig. 4 after Fourier filtering. Image~a! has been obtained by suppressing the lattice peaks in the p
spectrum. The remaining waves represent exclusively charge-density oscillations of the surface state. For image~b! only a narrow band
around the semielliptic features that derive from the surface state has been selected in the power spectrum. Because the step edge
by this processing step its position is indicated by a dashed line in~b!.
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A. Fourier filtering

STM images of Be(101̄0) always show the Friedel osci
lations superimposed on a topographic background. To
graphic information and Friedel oscillations both appear
wavelike patterns with ridges running parallel to@0100#.
Therefore, it is impossible to determine in detail the sha
and spatial range of the Friedel oscillations directly from
raw data. Fortunately, there is a solution to this proble
Fourier filtering. This technique allows individual features
the power spectrum to be selectively enhanced or s
pressed. Filtering in thek space is performed by multiplying
the complex two-dimensional Fourier transformz(kx ,ky) of
a topographic imagez(x,y) with a real filter maskm(kx ,ky)
and subsequently calculating the reverse transform. The fi
mask has to be symmetric with respect tok50. For example,
the following mask function is a convenient choice to sel
a circular region of radiusdk centered atk0 in the power
spectrum:

m~k!50.5S 1

11~ uk2k0u/dk!n
1

1

11~ uk1k0u/dk!nD .

~1!

For k050 this function corresponds to annth order Butter-
worth lowpass. The inverted maskm̄(k)512m(k) can be
used in exactly the same way to suppress a circular re
aroundk0 .

One has to be aware of a potential pitfall of Fourier fi
tering. Steep edges at the cutoff points of the filter mask
introduce oscillatory artifacts in the filtered image. Such
tifacts could, in principle, be mistaken for true charg
density oscillations. The mathematics behind filter artifa
and Friedel~or the RKKY! oscillations is formally very simi-
lar. This becomes particularly clear from a derivation of t
RKKY oscillations via wave-vector dependent screening~the
RKKY oscillations appear because of a steep decrease o
wave-vector dependent susceptibility at 2kF ; see Ref. 38!.
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Although there is no way to ensure that a filtered image
completely free of artifacts, two rules of thumb greatly he
to minimize the problem. First, the mask cutoffs should
located in regions of low spectral weight, because the am
tude of the artifacts scales with the spectral density at
location of the filter edges. Second, the edges of the fi
mask should be smoothed as much as possible. This con
the remaining artifacts to a narrow range. In practice we fi
it most convenient to test for artifacts by comparing imag
that have been processed using different filter masks. W
patterns that look the same on all images can confidently
assigned to true charge-density oscillations, because
shape of the filter artifacts changes for different mask fu
tions. We note that Fourier filtering of STM images can a
be used as a tool for identifying adsorbate sites on m
surfaces by selectively enhancing the lattice corrugation.39

In Fig. 5 it is illustrated how the shape of the charg
density oscillations on Be(1010̄) can be visualized by mean
of Fourier filtering. Figure 5~a! displays the same data tha
have been shown in Fig. 4 after suppression of the lat
corrugation. It is now much easier to recognize the lo
range of the energy-resolved oscillations~upper-right tri-
angle! as compared to the oscillations of the integrat
charge density~lower-left triangle!. In Fig. 5~b! we have
highlighted the contribution of the semielliptic features in t
power spectrum. This image was obtained by suppressin
of the power spectrum with the exception of a narrow ba
around the semiellipses. Figure 5~b! reveals how kinks dis-
tort the wave pattern that is promoted at step edges; it ca
seen that narrow zones of reduced wave amplitude origin
at the kinks. We have postulated that the semielliptic lines
the Fourier images of Figs. 2~d! and 2~e! are fully visible
only because of scattering at the kinks. It was, howev
almost impossible to verify this statement from the raw-d
images. On filtered images like the one shown in Fig. 5~b! it
is easy to recognize that kinks ‘‘bend’’ the wave fronts em
nating from step edges. Such bent wave fronts contribut
the spectral weight that appears in the ‘‘tails’’ of the semi
liptic Fermi contours.
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A key property of the Friedel oscillations on Be(1010̄) is
their multiperiodic shape.22 By comparing Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!
we get a first hint that the waves contain more than just

contribution of the semiellipses aroundĀ. Although the lat-
tice contribution has been removed in both images there
main significant differences between the total wave patt
@Fig. 5~a!# and the part of the waves that derive from t
semiellipses@Fig. 5~b!#. To obtain clear evidence that th
observed waves contain multiple periods we again resor
Fourier filtering. Figure 6~a! shows the same data that we
used for Fig. 4~upper right! after Fourier filtering with a
mask that suppresses both the lattice peaksand the semiel-
liptic contours aroundĀ. Judging from the power spectra w
would expect that an image that is filtered by this meth
does not display any waves at all. This is, however, not
case. Figure 6~a! contains waves running in both the@0001#
and the@0100# directions. The shape of these waves is f
ther illustrated in Fig. 6~b!. This graph displays averaged lin
cuts that were extracted from Fig. 6~a! along the indicated
directions. Line cut I illustrates that the strong waves em
nating from@0100# steps contain a long wavelength comp
nent in addition to the dominant oscillation at 2kF . Line cut
II shows that step edges running parallel to@0001# also emit

FIG. 6. ~a! Fourier-filtered image (Vb5210 mV, 145 Å
3145 Å). The lattice peak and the semielliptic feature of the s
face state have both been suppressed in the power spectrum~b!
Averaged line cuts across the image shown in~a!. The line cuts
display charge-density oscillations originating at step edges run
parallel to@0100# ~i! and @0001# ~ii !, respectively. The position o
the cuts is marked by dashed white lines in~a!.
e
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waves, but the amplitude of these oscillations is about a
tor of five smaller compared to the waves emanating fr
@0100# steps.

Why are the additional long period waves not seen in
Fourier images of Fig. 2? These waves are indeed conta
in the Fourier spectrum but they are covered up by lo
frequency topographic contrast. To visualize the contribut
of the additional waves to the power spectrum we have s
pressed the topographic contrast by subtracting the
height and blanking out the step edges~see Ref. 22 for de-
tails!. After processing a topographic image (270
3270 Å, Vb5210 mV) with this method we obtain the
power spectrum shown in Fig. 7~a!. An additional ellipse is
clearly present in the center of this image. The new ellips
shifted by a reciprocal lattice vector with respect to the str
ger semielliptic contours aroundĀ. This can be seen mor
clearly from the line cut acrossḠ-Ā, which is shown in Fig.
7~b!. Multiperiodic charge-density oscillations are a finge
print of the nonfree character of the conduction electro
The presence of an additional wave period atGĀ22kF indi-
cates that the wave functions of the surface-state electron
Be(101̄0) differ significantly from plane waves, i.e., the

-

g

FIG. 7. Multiperiodicity of the charge-density oscillations o

Be(101̄0). ~a! Power spectrum that was obtained from a 280
3280 Å STM topograph (Vb5210 mV, I t5100 pA) after sub-
tracting the step edge. The spectrum displays an additional ell
in the center that corresponds to the long-period oscillations sh
in Fig. 5. The pixel raster in the spectral image is 0.02 Å21. ~b!

Line cut in theḠ-Ā direction extracted from the spectrum shown
~a!. The additional peak atGĀ22kF marks the position of the cen
tral ellipse.
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contain higher order Bloch components. From Fig. 7~a! we
obtain the following values for the dimensions of the Fer
contour: k150.2960.01 Å21 and k250.3960.01
Å 21 (k1 andk2 are indicated in Fig. 1!. This corresponds to
a Fermi wave vector ofkF50.58 Å21 in the Ḡ-Ā direction.
The dimensions of the Fermi contour are in good agreem
with first principles calculations, but they are significan
larger than the results that were obtained by means
ARUPS.29 Figure 6 has been calibrated using the theor
cally derived value ofGĀ51.78 Å21. If the experimental
room-temperature result40 for GĀ was used instead, all wav
vectors would have to be scaled down by a factor of 0.
The peak representing the centered elliptical contour in F
7~b! is located at 0.57 Å21, in accordance with the expec
tation that it should appear atk5GĀ22kF .

B. Point defect

So far we have concentrated on the shape of Friedel
cillations near step edges. The reader might, however, a

FIG. 8. Charge-density oscillations near pointlike scatterers.~a!
Constant current STM image (260Å3210Å, Vb 5 40 mV, I t 5
100 pA!. The image displays some small clusters~black arrow! and
shallow depressions~white arrow!. ~b! Same data after lattice sup
pression by means of Fourier filtering. The wave patterns in
vicinity of the surface defects and clusters are visualized. In b
images the gray scale spans az range of60.05Å.
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that a point impurity and not a step is the simplest poss
scatterer. The reason for focusing mainly on step edge
purely technical. It proved to be difficult to prepare
Be(101̄0) surface with a low density of point scatterer
Our setup did not allow for metal evaporation,6,8 and the
adsorption of small molecules (O2 , CO! from the gas phase
failed due to a very low sticking coefficient on Be(1010̄).
Finally, we had to resort to surface segregation of bulk i
purities. A main disadvantage of this method is the difficu
to control the impurity concentration via annealing time a
temperature. A typical result that was obtained using the s
regation method is shown in Fig. 8. The topographic ima
in Fig. 8~a! displays some adsorbed particles or clust
~black arrow!. In addition, several impurities appear as sh
low depressions~white arrow!. We speculatively assign thes
features to subsurface impurities. Although the gray scale
Fig. 8~a! is limited to a narrowz range, it is almost impos-
sible to recognize charge-density oscillations near the im
rities; the contrast is dominated by the lattice contributio
Here, Fourier filtering proves indispensable to extract
shape of the Friedel oscillations. Figure 8~b! shows the same
image after suppression of the lattice peak. We recogn
wave fronts emanating from all impurities. The waves a
again very anisotropic, in accordance with what has b
found for the step edges. Perhaps the most striking prop
of the waves is their negative curvature. As the wave fro
bend away from the scatterer, they look like replicas of
semielliptic Fermi contour. This result contrasts with t
shape of the Friedel oscillations in free-electron-like syste
where a point defect gives rise to circular wavelets. Fig
8~b! illustrates that even scattering from a point defect t
may seem simple for free electrons can become rather i
cate for non-free-electron systems. Finally, we note that F
8~b! also displays weak charge-density oscillations eman
ing from the@0001# step in the lower-left corner. This resu
confirms our finding that the@0001# steps scatter only very
inefficiently.

IV. DISCUSSION

The aim of this section is to demonstrate that the m
features of the observed charge-density oscillations~anisot-
ropy, multiperiodicity! derive directly from the non-free
electron character of the surface state. The wave functio
a surface-state electron can be written as34

ck~r uu ,z!5(
G

aGexp$2@k21~kuu1G!2#1/2z%

3exp@ i ~kuu1G!•r uu#. ~2!

Here,k5\21A2m(f1eF2e) is the decay length into the
vacuum,f denotes the work function,eF the Fermi energy,
ande the electron energy with respect to the band bottom
the surface state.kuu is the parallel wave vector andG an
arbitrary reciprocal lattice vector. The surface is located
r uu5(x,y,0), and the STM samples the surface state a
distance ofz'5 Å above the surface.

Below we use the simplest possible description of scat
ing at step edges, total reflection by a hard wall. In t
approximation the reflected wave functioncout is obtained
by inverting the incoming wavec in @e.g., for a step edge a
y50 we getcout(x,y)52c in(x,2y)#. Hard-wall reflection

e
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requiresc50 at the step edge, and imposes a phase shi
p between the incoming and reflected wave. We theref
cannot expect this model to describe correctly either
phase of the Friedel oscillations or their amplitude in t
immediate vicinity of a step edge, but it will be shown th
the hard-wall approximation is still a useful approach
describing the observed oscillations.

A. Quasifree electrons

To illustrate the implications of the semielliptic Ferm
contour of Be(101̄0) on the shape of the charge-density o
cillations we calculate the local density of states~LDOS! at
eF :

r~eF ,rW !5E uc in~rW !1cout~rW !u2d~e2eF!d2kuu . ~3!

We first approximate the surface-state wave functions
plane waves and neglect the influence of the tunnel ba
~i.e., r is determined atz50). Considering reflection from a
hard-wall step aty50, this reduces the total wave functio
c5c in1cout to

ck~x,y!5A2 sin~kyy!exp~ ikxx!. ~4!

The integration over the Fermi contour can be perform
analytically and results in

r~eF ,y!5
Amx* my*

p\2
@12cos~GĀy!J0~2k1y!

1sin~GĀy!E0~2k1y!# ~5!

~cf. Fig. 1 for the definition of the coordinate axes!. Herem*
are the effective masses inx andy direction,k1 is indicated
in Fig. 1, J0(r ) is the zeroth-order Bessel function, an
E0(r )51/(p)*0

psin(2r sinw)dw is a Weber function.42

E0(r ) looks similar toJ0 , and like the Bessel function i
decreases proportional to 1/Ar for large arguments. The
same calculation for a step edge atx50 leads to the resul
that was derived earlier for free electrons6,41

r~eF ,x!5
Amx* my*

p\2
@12J0~2k2x!#. ~6!

From the shape and location of the Fermi contour it mi
be expected that surface-state electrons on Be(1010̄) exhibit
almost one-dimensional screening characteristics~the set of
allowed k vectors is confined to a small triangular ar
aroundḠ-Ā). Indeed, when we consider two limiting cases
becomes clear that Eq.~5! describes a situation betwee
purely one-dimensional and two-dimensional screening.
GĀ→0, Eq. ~5! transforms into the two-dimensional free
electron result in Eq.~6!, and fork1→0 we obtain the one-
dimensional Friedel oscillation

r1D~y!5
m

p\2
@12cos~2kĀy!#. ~7!

It can be seen from Eq.~5! the range of the Friedel oscil
lations on Be(101̄0) (r}1/A2kr) is the same as for a fre
of
re
e

t
r

-

y
er

d

t

or

two-dimensional electron gas. The most important differen
between Be(101̄0) and the free-electron case is the appe
ance of lattice periodic terms in the LDOS. It has be
shown in Ref. 21 that the power spectrum of Eq.~5! displays
a maximum atk5GĀ . In principle, the lattice-periodic term
could serve as proof for the non-free character of the Frie
oscillations on Be(101̄0). In practice, it is unfortunately im-
possible to demonstrate the presence of such lattice-peri
oscillations, because they cannot be separated from the t
graphic corrugation.

B. Anisotropy

Why do the experimental data show strong wave patte
emanating from the step edges that run parallel to@0100#,
while there are only very weak waves originating at the st
running parallel to@0001#? To explain this anisotropy we
have to consider that the length of the reflecting step edge
finite. The calculation that was presented in the last pa
graph has assumed infinite step length, and therefore the
sulting wave amplitudes did not depend on the step orie
tion. An exact derivation of the wave functions in
scattering geometry with finite length steps is laborious a
beyond the scope of this paper. We can, however, estim
the influence of finite step length by postulating that the sc
tering amplitude of a step segment scales as the projectio
its geometric cross section onto a plane perpendicular to
wave vector ofc in . This projection is equivalent to scalin
the outgoing wave functioncout with cos(g) for a step aty
50 ~a @0100# step!. For a @0001# step we getcout
}sin(g)cin . It follows that the chargedensitiesdue to scat-
tering from both steps scale with the following factors:

S[0100]~kx ,ky!5cos~g!25F11S k2cos~w!

kĀ2k1sin~w!
D 2G21

,

~8!

S[0001]~kx ,ky!5sin~g!25F11S kĀ2k1cos~w!

k2sin~w! D 2G21

~9!

(g andw are indicated in Fig. 1!. The anisotropy of the wave
amplitudes ateF is given by the ratio of these two scalin
functions integrated over all possible directions of the
coming wave vector:

R~eF!5

E
0

p

sin@g~w!#2dw

E
0

p

cos@g~w!#2dw

. ~10!

With k150.29 Å21, k250.39 Å21, and kĀ50.89
Å 21 we obtainR(eF)50.16. This result compares favorab
with the experimental data for low bias voltage; the da
shown in Fig. 6 indicate that R(210 meV)
P@0.13, . . . ,0.2#. We conclude that the observed anisotro
can be reasonably well explained by the geometric appr
mation. In spite of its simplicity this approximation high
lights that the anisotropy of the charge-density oscillatio
on Be(101̄0) relates directly to the location of the Ferm
contour nearĀ. A @0100# step scatters efficiently becaus
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FIG. 9. Comparison between theory and experiment for charge-density oscillations near a kink.~a! Topographic STM data, recorded wit
Vb5210 mV. ~b! Calculated current image; the power spectrum of this image is shown in~c!. ~d! Theoretical current image forVb5
2400 mV. ~e! Experimental data for the same bias voltage.~f! Power spectrum of the current image shown in~d!.
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the surface-state electrons are incident head-on. In cont
at a@0001# step they are incident at grazing and scattering
inefficient. In addition to this geometric scaling there cou
in principle, also exist intrinsic variations of the scatteri
cross section that derive from the electronic structure n
differently oriented steps. It was, however, not possible
identify such intrinsic variations within the experimental e
ror limits.

C. Bloch electrons

To describe the topographic images that are shown
Figs. 4–6 we have to extend our model. Specifically,
have to go back to the general wave function~2!, which
takes into account the presence of the tunnel barrier
higher order Bloch components. In general, the tunnel c
rent is obtained by integratingr(e,r ) from eF to the bias
voltage Vb . The exact expression forI T depends on the
shape of the tip wave functions. For the case of ans-wave tip
~this case has been discussed extensively by Tersoff
Hamann34! the current is proportional to the integrated DO
at the tip positionz0 :

I T,s~r i ,z0!5const3E
eF

eF1Vb
r~r i ,z0!de. ~11!

The s-wave approximation predicts a strong suppression
higher-order Bloch components in STM images. It can
explain that the atomic lattice corrugation on metals is
solved in the STM. This shortcoming has led Chen to p
pose that the probe tip should rather be described by ap or a
d orbital.43 In the following we shall use Chen’s expressio
for a d wave tip,

I T,d~r i ,z0!5const3E uMdz
u2d2kuu

5const3E U]2c~r i ,z0!

k2]z2
2

1

3
c~r i ,z0!U2

d2kuu .

~12!
st,
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Note that our experimental data donot display current varia-
tions; they show the topographic variationDz(x,y), which is
needed to keep the tunnel-current constant.Dz is propor-
tional to 1/(2k)ln(IT). Only for the smallz corrugation is it
possible to linearize the logarithm and to compare the to
graphic data directly with calculated current images. W
found this condition to be fulfilled in our experiments (Dz
'0.1 Å). The residual influence of linearization errors
the interpretation of the experimental topography images
been estimated in Ref. 22, and it has been concluded that
effect is negligible.

We now calculate the spatial dependence of the tun
current for a scattering geometry containing two infin
steps atx50 and y50, respectively. As suggested by th
experimental data we consider only Bloch components
contain reciprocal lattice vectors in theḠ-Ā direction. The
wave function in this geometry is

c~r i ,z!5A2 sin kxx@sin kyyK0~z!1a1sin~ky1GĀ!yK1~z!

1a21sin~ky2GĀ!yK21~z!1•••# ~13!

with the barrier factors

K0~z!5exp~2Ak21kuu
2z!,

K61~z!5exp@2Ak21~kuu6GĀ!2z#.

Inversion symmetry imposes the constraintua21u5ua1u.
Here we seta215a1 , i.e., we focus on the Bloch compo
nents, which are symmetric with respect to the position
the step edge. We proceed to determine the integrand of
~12! up to the first order ina1 :

uMdz
u25~12cos 2kxx!L0~z!„~12cos 2kyy!L0~z!

12a1$L1~z!@cosGĀy2cos~GĀ12ky!y#1L21~z!

3@cosGĀy2cos~GĀ22ky!y#%…, ~14!

with the modified barrier factors
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L0~z!5S k21kuu
2

k2
2

1

3D K0~z!,

L61~z!5S k21~kuu6GĀ!2

k2
2

1

3D K61~z!.

A tunnel current image is finally obtained by numerica
evaluating Eq.~12!. Typical results of such model calcula
tions are displayed in Fig. 9. Figures 9~a! and 9~e! show
experimental data for bias voltages of210 and
2400 mV. The model images for the same bias voltages
shown in Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!. They were obtained using th
parametersa1520.13 andz55 Å. Considering the sim-
plicity of our model the overall agreement between the
and experiment is very satisfactory. The model image
low-bias voltage reproduces the distortion of the wave fro
emanating from a@0100# step due to the presence of a kin
For both bias voltages the range of the charge-density o

FIG. 10. Averaged line cuts illustrating the shape and range
the Friedel oscillations near a kink. Experimental data are plo
by thin lines and theoretical results by bold lines, respectively.~a!
Cuts in the@0001# direction for three different sample bias vol
ages:210 mV ~I!, 2100 mV ~II !, and2300 mV ~III !. ~b! Cuts
in the @0100# direction forVb5210 mV.
re

y
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il-

lations is correctly predicted. The shape of the oscillations
the calculated images was found to depend quite sensiti
on the Bloch coefficienta1 . Our model can therefore be use
to estimate rather accurately how much the surface-s
wave functions on Be(1010̄) deviate from plane waves
Good agreement between model and experiment could
obtained fora1P@20.15,20.1#. Figures 9~c! and 9~f! dis-
play power spectra of the model images. These spectra h
light that a kink does indeed generate spectral weight in
‘‘tails’’ of the semielliptic Fermi contour. Only a quarter
ellipse is visible, because the selection of one particular k
orientation breaks the symmetry with respect to theḠ-Ā axis.
Note that the experimental data shown in Fig. 2~d! display a
similar asymmetry; there is more spectral weight in one
of the semiellipses. Inspection of the corresponding topog
phy image in Fig. 2~a! reveals that the main contribution t
the charge-density oscillations is indeed provided by st
and kinks with the same orientation as the model kink sho
in Fig. 9.

To compare the model and experiment in more detail, a
to illustrate the bias dependence of the waves, we have c
piled several line cuts in Fig. 10. The line cuts were extrac
from images like those shown in Fig. 9. All cuts are averag
over the whole width of the data set to minimize distorti
by the kink. The amplitude of the theoretical curves~bold
lines! was scaled to the experimental data~thin lines! at large
distances from the step edge. Figure 10~a! shows three line
cuts in the@0001# direction. It is evident that the mode
results agree rather well with the experiments. The most
nificant deviations occur in the vicinity of the step edge. Th
had to be expected because we have arbitrarily fixed
boundary conditions at the step edge for the model calc
tions. Because we cannot incorporate the geometric appr
mation for finite-step length into the wave functions~13! the
theoretical current images do not correctly predict the
served anisotropy. Consequently, the amplitude of the wa
originating at the@0001# step in Figs. 9~b! and 9~c! is much
larger than in the experimental data. The finite-step len

f
d

FIG. 11. Averaged line cuts across a@0100# step aty50 for
Vb5210 mV. The cuts have been extracted from Fourier-filter
data and represent different spectral components of the wave
tern. ~I! Lattice-periodic part;~II ! free-electron component a
shown in Fig. 5~b!; ~III ! Bloch component, i.e., long-period osci
lations as shown in Fig. 6~a!.
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can be taken into account for low-bias voltage simply
multiplying the line cuts that originate from a@0001# step
with the geometric scaling factorR(eF). This scaling has
been applied to the model data forVb5210 mV after nor-
malizing the@0100# line cut with the same factor that wa
needed to adjust the amplitude of trace I in Fig. 10~a!. The
resulting line cut and the corresponding experimental d
are shown in Fig. 10~b!. Both cuts display a comparabl
wave amplitude suggesting that geometric scaling wo
rather well for this case.

So far we have focused on the amplitude of the Frie
oscillations. It should, however, be mentioned that the pha
of these oscillations also contain information about the sh
of the scattering potential. The hard-wall potential arbitrar
imposes a phase ofp ~i.e., a charge-density minimum! at the
step edge. Therefore, the theoretical results of Figs. 9 an
had to be phase shifted to match the corresponding exp
mental data at large distances from the step edge. Altho
our calculation does not predict the phases of the Frie
oscillations, it is nevertheless interesting to look for pha
information in the experimental data. This information mu
be extracted from Fourier-filtered images, because the w
pattern on Be(101̄0) contains multiple periods that have
be considered separately. Figure 11 displays the resu
such an analysis. The figure contains three averaged line
that have been taken across the@0100# step shown in Figs.
4–6. The data in the immediate vicinity of the step ed
~dashed lines! have been distorted by the filtering proce
and should not be used to extract the phase. Trace I re
sents the lattice-periodic contribution of the observed w
pattern. This trace shows no evidence of phase distortio
can be inferred that the lattice-periodic part of the Frie
oscillations is in phase with the ‘‘true’’ topographic corrug
tion due to bulk electronic states. Trace II shows the fr
electron part of the oscillations. By extrapolating the pha
from the flat terraces back to the step edge we obtain a p
of 0.360.1p for this trace. This means that the charge de
sity almost reaches a maximum at the step-edge position
the wave crests are slightly shifted towards the step ed
The long-period oscillation~i.e., the spectral component a
GĀ22kF) is shown in trace III. This trace deviates signi
cantly from a strictly periodic wave train, and therefore it
not possible to determine a precise phase shift. The distor
of trace ~III ! relates to the weak intensity of this spectr
component. It can be seen in Fig. 7~b! that the peak at
GĀ22kF is significantly broadened. Unless Fourier filterin
is performed with a very steep and narrow passband
background will contribute to the wave form even in t
filtered images. In spite of this limitation we can still say th
the step-edge position roughly coincides with a minimum
the long-period oscillation. The phase inversion betwe
traces II and III is consistent with our finding of a negati
Bloch coefficienta1 .

After having discussed the scattering from step edges
kinks at some length we finally want to address the case
point scatterer. Even if we approximate a point defect
Be(101̄0) by a circular hard-wall potential, it is still a cum
bersome task to determine the shape of the total wave f
tions. To obtain a rough idea about the shape of cha
density oscillations near scatterers with point symmetry
ta
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consider a hypothetical ‘‘model’’ defect, which scatters on
specularly~i.e., every incoming wave is reversed!. This case
is admittedly a far cry from a real point defect, but it can
treated with the same approximations that were used in
last paragraph. We start with the wave functions

c~r i ,z!5sin@kuu•r uu#K0~z!1a1sin@~kuu1GĀ!•r uu#K1~z!

1a1sin@~kuu2GĀ!•r uu#K21~z!1••• ~15!

and calculate the tunnel current up to first order ina1 . Figure
12 shows two examples of such current images fora15
20.13 andz55 Å. Both images illustrate that the wave
exhibit a negative curvature. In accordance with the exp
mental findings shown in Fig. 7 the wave crests that app
in Figs. 12~a! and 12~b! bend away from the point scattere
The amplitude and range of the charge-density oscillati
is, however, much larger in Fig. 12~a! than in the experi-
ment, because the approximation~15! strongly overestimates
the scattering amplitude of a point defect. A real point def
scatters into all directions, which correspond to allowedk
vectors. The superposition of the scattered wavelets will l
to partial cancellation of the charge-density oscillations, a
thus the amplitude and range of the resulting oscillations w
be reduced. The Fourier images that are shown in Fig. 1~c!
and 12~d! illustrate that a point-symmetric scatterer inde
promotes an oscillation pattern that displays a full replica
the Fermi contour in its power spectrum. The additional
lipse in the center corresponds to the long periodic wa
that we have observed in the experiments. The strengt
the centered ellipse scales witha1 . As we have expected, th
multiperiodicity directly follows from the fact that surface
state electrons on Be(1010̄) have to be described by Bloc
functions.

FIG. 12. Calculated current images showing charge-density
cillations near a ‘‘model’’ defect with point symmetry.~a! Energy-
resolved oscillations neareF (Vb5210 mV). ~b! Integrated
charge-density oscillations (Vb52400 mV). ~c! and ~d! Power
spectra of the current images shown above.
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In summary, we have shown using a simple model h
the main features of the experimental STM data reflect

rectly the band structure of the surface state on Be(1010̄).
These experiments have established that the interaction
tween surface-state electrons and the lattice potential ca
probed using STM. They have demonstrated that STM s
ies of charge-density oscillations are by no means restri
to free-electron systems. We anticipate that the experime
methods and analysis techniques that have been desc
si

.
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n

w
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re
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e-
be
d-
d

tal
ed

here can also be successfully applied to the study of m
complex electron-lattice and electron-phonon interactions
surfaces.
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